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What is This?
Rival Unionism and Membership Growth in the United States, 1900 to 2005: A Special Case of Inter-organizational Competition

Judith Stepan-Norris\textsuperscript{a} and Caleb Southworth\textsuperscript{b}

Abstract
This article uses time-series data from 1900 to 2005 to explore the effects of rivalry between labor unions as a special case of inter-organizational competition. Holding constant economic and political factors that typically account for changes in union density, we investigate how competition from rival labor federations and from independent unions affect both union density and a measure for the density of the dominant federation (AFL/AFL-CIO), adjusted for membership changes from mergers and splits. We measure competition by the number of unions and the size of rivals. While much existing literature measures state regulation with categorical coding for specific periods, we measure the effect of state enforcement directly with counts of pro-labor and pro-management unfair labor practice cases adjudicated by the National Labor Relations Board. We assess the effect of left-wing political culture using the popular vote for socialist and communist candidates in presidential elections. Both the number of members in rival unions and the total number of rival unions positively impact the rate of change in overall union density and in AFL density. The size of independent unions has a negative impact on AFL/AFL-CIO density but no effect on overall union density. Unfair labor practices cases adjudicated for employers negatively affect union density but positively affect AFL/AFL-CIO density, while cases adjudicated for unions negatively affect AFL/AFL-CIO density.
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In 2005, seven major labor unions split from the American Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO) to form a new federation, Change to Win. The departure of 5.4 million union members prompted a debate over the ramifications of organizational splits for the labor movement as a whole. Do rival unions dilute labor’s resources and divide workers’ allegiances? Or, does the presence of competitors motivate
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existing unions to adopt innovative tactics? Do splits and the ensuing inter-organizational competition affect membership growth?

The literature on inter-organizational competition identifies both benefits and costs to competitive environments. Some empirical examinations show that competition stimulates actors to learn and innovate (Haunschild and Miner 1997; Miner, Bassoff, and Moorman 2001), while research on social movements holds that competition’s effect depends on whether rival organizations share common goals and strategies (McAdam 1982). A third body of research demonstrates that competition negatively affects organizations’ survival (Hannan and Freeman 1988a). Findings from this latter strand usually refer to firms, but they have been applied to unions, too, as many unions are complex organizations. Yet unions and firms are different types of organizations. Unions represent workers’ collective interests, whereas firms typically maximize profit for a single enterprise. Unions are expected to be democratic, and they require strong member solidarity. Furthermore, they are subject to a specific set of laws, rules, and regulations, none of which have obvious analogies for firms. Hence, unions may be more similar to social movement organizations than to firms.

The parties involved and the nature of competition are different for firms and for unions. Firms compete over customers, who are, on average, greater in number and more atomistic than potential union members. Competition between firms drives their common interest to reduce production costs through deunionization. Unlike the pressure firms exert on their competitors, unions seek monopolistic labor contracts with firms, which circumscribes their tactics. Unions have a vested interest in firms’ health (Griffin, Wallace, and Rubin 1986). And unions normally encounter more green fields (i.e., unorganized enterprises) than firms do when searching for an unoccupied market niche. Most important, when union competition is fierce, it can disrupt the larger struggle against employers. Our case of competition among unions therefore informs theories about the consequences of competition among organizations that have powerful opponents or that exist within hostile environments.

Because union rivalry represents competition for the leadership of some segment of the working class, it is also an instance of intra-class struggle for class leadership (Stepan-Norris and Zeitlin 2003). Research shows that such struggle within unions is beneficial for union democracy and collective bargaining outcomes (Lipset, Trow, and Coleman 1962; Stepan-Norris and Zeitlin 2003). This article investigates whether internal class divisions, as manifest in rival union federations, impact the larger class struggle. Does competition build the organized segment of the working class (i.e., union density), and how, as a result, are capital-labor relations altered? We use the inter-organizational competition literature but diverge from it to demonstrate how competition influences the labor movement’s strength in numbers (membership), rather than measuring outcomes in terms of organizational findings or mortality. We suggest that different organizational behaviors, stimulated by competition, provide a mechanism that may explain the link between competition and union growth.

During the past century, the AFL and AFL-CIO (federations) have served as umbrella organizations for large numbers of member unions (internationals), each with its own structure, constitution, administration, and leaders. The AFL, which avowed the principle of union autonomy, mediated jurisdictional differences among member unions; brought dispersed locals together into national unions; made the organizing talents of older unions available to new ones; aided its member unions in employer negotiations; heard complaints from individual union members; established new locals for its international unions; encouraged joint organizing campaigns with full-time AFL organizers (after
The AFL had a principle of exclusive jurisdiction; member unions were not permitted to compete with each other for members (Taft 1964). To avoid internal competition, each group of workers was covered by only one AFL union (at least hypothetically).

In the early-twentieth century, competing federations periodically challenged the AFL’s dominance. In addition, a small-to-medium-sized pool of independent unions continuously coexisted with the dominant federation. Historically, union inter-organizational competition—where two different unions or federations of unions attempt to organize the same set of workers—has been an important component of the American labor movement.

THE BENEFITS OF COMPETITION

Early political economists generally agree that competition changes organizational dynamics. Marx (1894) attributes innovation among capitalists and price cutting—dynamics that disadvantage workers—to competition; Smith ([1776] 1981:163) argues that competition among retailers could hurt neither producers nor consumers, because competition disciplines shopkeepers to “sell cheaper and buy dearer.” Vickers (1995:1) summarizes the current understanding in economics:

One natural and familiar idea is that competitive pressure makes organizations internally more efficient by sharpening incentives to avoid sloth and slack. Another is that competition causes efficient organizations to prosper at the expense of inefficient ones, and that this selection process is good for aggregate efficiency. A third is that competition to innovate is the major source of gains in productive efficiency over time.

Competition is also advantageous in that competitors learn from each other’s experiences, which increases knowledge among all organizations about best practices (Miner and Haunschild 1995); competitive pressures generate social influence mechanisms for organizations to adapt to their environments in similar ways (Bothner 2003); and there is a “stimulating effect upon human energy” (Canfield 1912:91).

When faced with competition, organizations tend to search for ways to sustain themselves. Abbott (1988) suggests that rival organizing in cognate areas is likely to initiate thinking within individual professions about how these activities relate to their own jurisdictions. Swaminathan and Delacroix (1991) find that wineries respond to competition by differentiating, and that lateral migration into adjacent market niches lowers wineries’ failure rates. Other studies report similar findings for voluntary social-service organizations and savings and loans (Baum and Singh 1996; Haveman 1990).

Organizational competition is also credited with enhancing internal organizational democracy (Lipset et al. 1962; Ross 1919; Stepan-Norris and Zeitlin 2003). Political scientists emphasize the extent to which electoral competition between political parties increases political participation and officeholder accountability (Dahl 1972). When political parties compete for office, they create constituencies and the basis for effective opposition to current officeholders, which serves as a check on incumbents’ power. And, although scholars of religion debate the veracity of the claim (see Chaves and Gorski 2001), many argue that “competition strengthens religious organizations and increases the overall level of religious participation” (Finke and Stark 1998:761). Finally, Milkman (2006:46) suggests that “competition has tended to stimulate labor movement growth, as each faction strives to prove its superiority, thus sparking new organizing and activism.”

Increasing union efficiency, innovation in organizing tactics, increasing knowledge of techniques and strategies, adaptation to new
labor market structures and new working populations, diversification, and heightened energy (especially around organizing efforts) all have the potential to bring new workers into unions and to increase union density, even when some individual unions fail to thrive.

NEGATIVE EFFECTS OF UNION COMPETITION

In the early-1960s civil rights movement, social movement organizations’ consensus on goals and tactics enabled them to cooperate and coordinate beneficial joint actions (McAdam 1982). Later, however, when the goals of different groups diverged, conflict reduced cooperation and wasted insurgent resources. This led to a “predictable diminution in the internal strength of the movement” (p. 189).

Likewise, union efforts require coordination. Firms prefer that workers compete with each other over jobs because loose labor markets, where there are multiple applicants for a position, force wages down and discourage worker solidarity. But unions attempt to reduce worker competition by removing competition over wages. Craft unions do this by “establishing a standard union rate and forcing employers to hire only from the union” and industrial unions do it by organizing all workers in an industry (Moody 1988:174–75). Both strategies require a common front vis-à-vis employers; competition among unions may thwart such efforts.

Some labor scholars consider any competition among unions to be harmful because it undermines labor solidarity. Rival unions sometimes engage in destructive activities, such as breaking each other’s strikes, striking to force the discharge of rival unionists, violence against one another, red baiting, and making deals with employers to strengthen their positions against rivals (Galenson 1966). Unions attempting to organize the same employer may collude with the employer to exclude a competitor; likewise, an employer or competing unions might sue to enjoin organizational activities, such as picketing (Baird 2000; Columbia Law Review 1959).

In the mid-1930s, the AFL leadership bemoaned the pending CIO split, which scholars anticipated would undermine capital-labor negotiations. “As long as employees are so divided, satisfactory collective bargaining will not be possible” (Slichter 1935:114). Some radicals held the same view for different reasons. The General Secretary of the Communist Party (USA) and Trade Union Unity League (TUUL) founder, William Z. Foster (1947:66), derided competition among unions, what he called “dual unionism,” as a central weakness in the U.S. labor movement:

Because of this policy thousands of the very best militants have been led to desert the mass of labor organizations and to waste their time in vain efforts to construct ideally conceived unions designed to replace the old ones. In consequence the mass labor movement has been, for many years, systematically drained of its life-giving elements. . . . Dual unionism has poisoned the very springs of progress in the American labor movement and is largely responsible for its present sorry plight.

Perhaps, like social movements, union rivals’ commitment to common goals and tactics allows for cooperative efforts, but when their goals and tactics diverge, competition becomes destructive.

TYPES AND LOCATION OF COMPETITION

Organizational theorists distinguish between direct and diffuse competition (Hannan and Freeman 1988b). Organizations that compete head-to-head engage in direct competition; those that struggle for scarce resources with many others in the same environment are involved in diffuse competition. Studies show that as the number of organizations in a population grows, both direct and diffuse competition increase (Hannan and Freeman...
1988b), and that the potential for direct organizational competition is “proportional to the overlap or intersection of their organizational niches” (Baum and Singh 1996:1263). Direct and diffuse competition each has a different expected outcome for unions. While the former may force innovation and improved strategies, and therefore should increase union growth, the latter may spread resources more thinly, having either no effect or hampering growth.

Whereas Hannan and Freeman’s (1987, 1988b) studies of union competition measure the number of unions in a population (while controlling for the craft form of organizing at one point in time), we measure direct competition by comparing the number of unions and the number of members in rival federations each year to those in the dominant federation. We do this because the AFL had an exclusive system of union jurisdiction that disallowed overlaps. While membership in the AFL federation constrained member unions from direct competition, rival unions were free from such constraints. Likewise, we measure diffuse competition by comparing the number of unions and the number of members in independent unions to those in the dominant federation. While independents are a hodge-podge of various types of unions, many pursue a specific labor market niche and thereby may avoid direct competition.

**Diffuse Competition: Independent Unions in U.S. History**

Diffuse competition occurs when union-organizing activity induces a shortage of organizers and resources. Because most of the AFL’s rivals recruited ideologically motivated (ALU, IWW, TUUL) or geographically distinct (ALU) organizers from outside the AFL, they did not substantially increase diffuse competition. But the CIO, with its quick ascent and heavy demand for organizers, may have increased diffuse competition because many AFL unions and leaders defected to the CIO just as the AFL found itself in the favorable New Deal environment. Still, the scarcity of organizers eased somewhat
when the CIO hired communist organizers who had been largely banned from the AFL.

We argue that diffuse competition comes mainly from two types of independent unions: persistently independent unions (like the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers) and unions that move in and out of a major federation. Some of the former have overlapping jurisdictions with federated unions, others operate in a single plant or company, and some have a legacy of company domination. Some unions split from the AFL/AFL-CIO over jurisdictional disputes and contribute to direct competition; others leave for different reasons that do not lead to direct competition. Overall, independent unions have less direct competition with federated unions and probably contribute more to diffuse competition. We expect that the AFL/AFL-CIO diffusely experienced the aggregated effect of independent unions. Yet, as our discussion indicates, equating rivals with direct competition and independents with diffuse competition provides only a rough approximation of these concepts.

The Temporal Connection: Rival Unionism and Union Growth

The rivalry between the CIO and the AFL occurred during a period of explosive union growth. From 1937 through 1955, the CIO grew from 1,957,000 to 4,608,300 members, and the AFL grew from 3,547,400 to 10,593,100 members (Troy 1965). Is this an anomaly or is it a product of competition? That the end of rival unionism coincides with the beginning of the half-century-long decline in union density is suggestive.

Even if inter-organizational competition affects union growth, other factors also influence unionization. Competition is dynamic, changes over time, and is influenced by endogenous mechanisms within the various rivals. The radical rivals (ALU, IWW, TUUL) differed from the CIO, which was an amalgam of left, right, and center. Exogenous forces such as the economy, political culture, and state policy also affect union density. The classic econometric model treats union growth as a function of economic conditions, specifically the tightness of the labor market and the relative buying power of wages (Ashenfelter and Pencavel 1969). Inflation is positively related to union density because inflation reduces relative buying power and increases the return to unionization through wages. Such conditions create incentives for union membership. Likewise, low unemployment (i.e., a tight labor market) creates a disincentive for union membership, because even without unions, the economy experiences upward pressure on wages. Increases in employment in the core industrial economy are associated with union growth; the movement of jobs out of highly-unionized core industries since the mid-century is central to explaining why union density has declined (Ashenfelter and Pencavel 1969).

In the early-twentieth century, unions operated in a hostile political and legal environment. The founding of the largest competitor union, the CIO, coincided with major political changes, including the rise of radical political activities (e.g., the Unemployed Councils, growth of the Communist Party, and strong showings for Socialist Party presidential candidates) (Southworth 2002) and the passage of the pro-union Wagner Act (National Labor Relations Act). A little more than a decade later, the anti-labor Taft-Hartley Act (Labor Management Relations Act) passed and McCarthyism took hold. The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) established machinery to monitor union elections and unfair labor practices on the part of labor (in 1935) and management (in 1947). Having the federal government certify union elections and guarantee some collective bargaining rights likely eased union organizing, at least until the 1950s (Clawson 2003; Fantasia and Voss 2004; Taft 1964).
Employers, however, also fought back through the same process, became more adept at challenging union rights, and mounted legal appeals that forced unions to use precious resources. Our analysis separates the relative impact of both pro-labor and pro-capital unfair labor practice cases pursued through the NLRB.

Finally, many studies note the importance of the overall political environment in Washington for union organizing. The Democratic Party presence in the U.S. House of Representatives gives us a broad measure of the pro-labor political climate. We also measure votes cast for socialist and communist parties to assess radical political culture. By examining trends over the past century, including four periods of rival unionism, and by including political and economic control variables, we can test the causal connection between rival unionism and union growth. Still, we must postulate some possible mechanisms through which rivalry spurs union growth. What are the theoretical reasons to expect a causal connection? To answer this question, we must first specify the precise location of the expected growth.

**Growth in the AFL/AFL-CIO versus Overall Union Growth**

When considering the impact of rival unionism, different mechanisms may be at work in the dominant federation than in the labor movement as a whole. Considering the dominant federation, the one with the largest number of international unions, there are several reasons why direct competition might lead to membership growth. First, the federation’s system of jurisdiction is thrown into confusion when departing unions leave their spots vacant; the federation can either charter new unions for these jurisdictions or permit member unions to diversify into these territories (Swaminathan and Delacroix 1991). Both of these processes increase new organizing. Second, some new competitors organize industries or occupations not previously targeted. The presence of rivals can prompt the dominant federation and its unions to reconsider their assessment of these “non-jurisdictions,” a process that may lead to further diversification. This is consistent with the historical record:

The AFL, responding to the CIO assault and to the organizing opportunities in mass production, chartered rival industrial unions and authorized many of its craft-based affiliates to operate along industrial lines. Meanwhile, many unorganized skilled workers tumbled into the CIO along with the nonskilled. Thus did a structural revolution take place. (Kahn 1959:4)

Hence, reconfiguring jurisdictions and diversifying are mechanisms that may have increased organizing efforts and union growth within the dominant federation.

We expect that overall union density grows in response to direct competition. If a rival is to succeed vis-à-vis an established federation, it must grow dramatically during its early years. Since the founding of the AFL, differences in organizing strategy have been a main factor in the initiation of splits in the U.S. labor movement. Each new rival federation of the past century claimed to organize a segment of the labor force overlooked by the AFL/AFL-CIO.

Just as competition between firms initiates innovation, AFL rivals adopted innovative organizing tactics. The IWW introduced free-speech fights that “spread to a number of cities. During these dramatic confrontations, IWW members and sympathizers filled city jails until embattled city officials recognized that the freedom of the press also applied to IWW members as did the right to assemble peacefully and to distribute their publications to the public” (Fink 1977:152–54). The IWW was also known for spectacular strikes and organizing campaigns that “startled the nation.” Similarly, the CIO’s use of the sit-down strike
in the automobile organizing drive “proved one of the most effective tactical weapons available to CIO organizers in their efforts to extend union organization to other mass production industries. Inspired by the success in the steel and automobile industries, workers in the rubber, glass, textile, electrical appliance, and numerous other industries employed the sit-down tactic to gain union recognition from reluctant employers” (Fink 1977:67). Innovative applications of these tactics resulted, in part, from the injection of new actors, with varying social locations and experiences (Ganz 2000). In summary, rival unions inject resources, additional effort, innovative tactics, and more personnel, all of which have the potential to increase membership, an essential condition to alter union density.

Perhaps, like competition among social movement organizations, union rivals’ commitment to common goals and tactics allows for cooperation, and it is only when goals and tactics diverge that competition becomes destructive. This idea predicts that the radical rivals (ALU, IWW, and TUUL) would inhibit growth in union density, while the CIO would be more conducive to it. Yet, we argue that all of these federations are instances of the same phenomenon, union rivalry, and meet the statistical criterion of jointly not being equal to zero (for evidence, see the online supplement at http://asr.sagepub.com/supplemental).

We expect that diffuse competition decreases growth in the AFL/AFL-CIO but not in overall union density. This is because the AFL/AFL-CIO’s loss of organizers and resources will reappear as a supply to its diffuse competitors (Independents). Shifting resources from the federation to independents should decrease the AFL/AFL-CIO’s share of density but not overall union density, unless recipient organizations use the resources less effectively.

Our hypotheses focus on the relative size of competitors’ membership and the number of competitor unions in relation to the size of the dominant federation. We call these key independent variables the competitor union membership ratio and the competitor union number ratio, respectively, and we create identical ratios for both aspects of independent unions. Hypotheses about the impact of direct competition are as follows:

Hypothesis 1a: The annual change in the competitor union number ratio is positively related to the annual rate of change in both union density and AFL density.

Hypothesis 1b: The annual change in the competitor union membership ratio is positively related to the annual rate of change in both union density and AFL density.

Hypotheses about the impact of diffuse competition are as follows:

Hypothesis 2a: The annual change in the independent union number ratio is not related to the annual rate of change in union density.

Hypothesis 2b: The annual change in the independent union membership ratio is not related to the annual rate of change in union density.

Hypothesis 2c: The annual change in the independent union number ratio is negatively related to the annual rate of change in AFL/AFL-CIO density.

Hypothesis 2d: The annual change in the independent union membership ratio is negatively related to the annual rate of change in AFL/AFL-CIO density.

DATA AND METHODS

Dependent Variables: Union Density

The main dependent variable, the annual percentage change in union density, uses an estimate of the number of union members in
the employed, nonagricultural civilian labor force (United States Bureau of Labor Statistics 2007). The total number of union members is the sum of our estimates for membership in the individual federations and all independent unions with affiliates in more than one state; independent membership is the estimate of national membership minus all members of federations. All estimates remove Canadian members.\footnote{12}

This variable corresponds to our research question, which emphasizes the effects of inter-organizational competition on the labor movement as a whole. Percentage change in union density is preferred over logical alternatives, such as the count of labor organizations or union density alone (the proportion of the eligible workforce that is in or covered by labor unions) (Southworth and Stepan-Norris 2009). The annual rate of change is the standard variable in studies of union growth in economics, following Ashenfelter and Pencavel’s (1969) classic study, which analyzes the rate of change among union members. It is important to show that competition matters net of the same set of determinants and for the most common type of model. Furthermore, we focus on the growth of the labor movement for U.S. society as a whole; by contrast, the population ecology school assesses the population of organizations or unions that are supported in a given environment (Barron, West, and Hannan 1994; Hannan and Freeman 1987).\footnote{13}

A second dependent variable measures the percentage change in the density of AFL/AFL-CIO membership less the number of members gained or lost because of defections, splits, or mergers in the main federation. This measure answers the question: What was the effect of competitors’ defection on unions that remained in the AFL/AFL-CIO? Including this variable avoids simply assuming that AFL/AFL-CIO density increased because of mergers or decreased because of splits or expulsions.

Figure 1 shows U.S. annual union density, which reached an apex of just over 32 percent in 1953 to 1954 and then declined until 2005. The overall percentage of the unionized labor force covaries with the percentage of workers in the AFL/AFL-CIO. Figure 2

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure1.png}
\caption{U.S. Annual Union Density}
\end{figure}
reports the absolute numbers of union members in the United States. One indication that the AFL-CIO pursued a conservative organizing strategy after the merger in 1955 is that it kept its absolute number of members relatively constant despite declining union density. The early-1960s to the late-1970s was a period of growth in independent unions, a factor that lessened the rate of decline in union density. Much of the overall decline resulted from a shift in employment away from the core industries of mining, manufacturing, and construction. Still, this shift explains national union density and does not account for the relative stability of the number of AFL-CIO members. The number of union members continued to rise despite the shift in employment and the beginning of the decline in union density. The peak in the number of AFL-CIO union members came in the 1970s and remained relatively constant until a slight decline beginning in the 1980s. The number of jobs in core industries grew, while AFL-CIO membership numbers were flat and union density declined. Taken together, the growth of employment in core industries and the stability of absolute numbers of AFL-CIO members suggest that organizational behavior plays some role in changes in union density that is not explained by faster growth of non-union jobs outside of the industrial core.

Figure 3 displays change in union density, the main dependent variable, which exhibits higher variance in the period prior to the AFL and CIO merger in 1955 than afterward. Shaded vertical boxes depict periods of direct competition between the main federation and rivals. We should emphasize that the rate of change can be both positive and declining (e.g., the CIO period) and that this variable removes much of the obvious time trend.

One challenge of this analysis is to operationalize a measure of direct competition that is consistent with labor history (Taft 1964). On average, competitive periods experience positive rates of change (a trend line above zero), and noncompetitive periods experience negative rates of change. Of course, this superficial correspondence between positive growth and historical period does not confirm our argument that direct competition among unions results in new membership.
Independent Variables

To construct measures of direct competition from competitor federations and indirect competition from independent unions, we must assess their membership numbers compared with the dominant federation. Figure 4 displays competitor federation and AFL/AFL-CIO membership. Prior to the CIO (1936), the AFL’s rivals have smaller memberships: the membership of the ALU and the IWW peaks around 100,000 and the TUUL peaks at 74,000. Membership in these federations exhibits a pattern of explosive growth followed by a dramatic decline. CIO membership has a high initial growth rate with no subsequent decline and hits a peak of 4.6 million members when it merged with the AFL. Membership in independent unions (those without a national-level federation) grows to approximately one-third the level of the AFL-CIO during the 1970s.

Figure 5 shows the numbers of unions in competing federations and independent unions. Rival federations differ in their organizational structure, particularly the number of separate unions. The early rivals create a relatively small number of unions. This was the explicit strategy of the Wobblies, hence their slogan, “one big union.” The CIO creates more organizational units and grows to about one third the number of AFL unions prior to the merger. The figure shows that there are always more independent unions than rival unions with federations, and their numbers surpass the AFL-CIO in 2000.

We summarize the relative size of competitors in two ratios—the ratio of competitor unions to AFL unions and the ratio of competitor membership to AFL membership (expressed as percentages). These ratios measure organizational rivalries before 1955; direct competition does not occur again until the formation of the CTW and its effect, if any, is outside our timeframe. Figure 6 shows competition ratios for membership and number of unions. Direct competition between rival federations and the AFL, in terms of both membership and the number of organizations, trend together and are at their highest during the CIO period. Competitor unions as a proportion of AFL unions increases during the TUUL period and declines during the CIO period. Competitor membership is substantial only...
during the CIO period, when it also has a high variance, notably falling and then rising during the war years.

Our measures of diffuse competition—the ratios of independent unions and membership to AFL/AFL-CIO unions and membership—peak in the early 1950s and, after a decline, increase again from the 1960s to the 1980s. As a measure of diffuse competition, membership and union ratios for independents
contain more noise than do those of rivals, because they are made up of various types of unions. The ratios of independent unions and membership run throughout the century, while those of rival federations exist only prior to 1955.

Control Variables

We assess the role of the state legal infrastructure in policing union conflicts through NLRB unfair labor practice (ULP) cases from 1936 for adjudicated violations decided in favor of unions and from 1948 for cases decided in favor of employers (the first year for each type of case) (U. S. NLRB Annual Report 1936 to 2005). NLRB cases are resolved through a bureaucratic process of arbitration and, in many cases, circuit court cases and appeals (Dannin 2006). To focus on the hearing results that might matter for unions or employers, we tallied ULP cases that were adjudicated with or without the filing of a formal complaint. We do not consider withdrawn or dismissed cases, even though it is common for unions and employers to file cases as a propaganda technique or to engage their opponents’ resources. Cases settled under the NLRB prior to 1948, and CA cases (charges against employers) that were settled by consent or ruling, we consider pro-labor. We regard all other types of settled C cases (ULP cases that involve charges against labor organizations) as pro-capital.\textsuperscript{14} Although the measure is not ideal because some ULP cases do not concern organizing, and some decisions are much more important than others, it is an improvement over previous measures. We expect pro-labor ULP cases to be positively related, and pro-capital cases to be negatively related, to the annual rate of change in union membership. The effect on AFL density, especially during the period of CIO rivalry, may have been somewhat different. “With little justification evident in its decisions, the National Labor Relations Board has been severely and widely criticized as pro-union and, as between rival organizations, pro-CIO” (Millis and Montgomery 1945:545). If in fact NLRB decisions favored the CIO, they may have come at the AFL’s expense.

Controls for the state of the economy include inflation, core employment, and unemployment. We measure inflation with the consumer price index (CPI) (Federal...
that accounts for the autoregressive processes present in the data and that is robust against heteroskedasticity (Prais-Winsten method). The model postulates the percentage rate of change in union density as a function of economic control variables, political variables, and measures of competition. The dependent variable is

$$\%\Delta U_t = \frac{(M_t/CLF_t - M_{t-1}/CLF_{t-1})}{M_{t-1}/CLF_{t-1}} \times 100$$

where \(M\) is union membership and \(CLF\) is the civilian labor force (both in thousands). Residuals from regression of this variable on all specifications of models in this article indicate a weak first-order autoregressive process, but Durbin-Watson and Breusch-Godfrey tests for autocorrelation reject that finding in favor of the null for a unit-root process for the first five lags (Breusch-Godfrey LM test \(\chi^2 = 8.919, p < .0028\)). All regressors are strictly exogenous; the series is stationary because all variables are differenced. To be conservative about the possible implications of autoregression, we use the Prais-Winsten estimation technique; Durbin-Watson statistics for the transformed dependent variable likewise reject the hypothesis of short-run serial autocorrelation.

The model of union density is

$$\%\Delta U_t = \alpha + \beta_1 \Delta CPI_t + \beta_2 \Delta E_t - 1 + \beta_3 \Delta E_{t-2} + \beta_4 \Delta E_{t-3} + \beta_5 \Delta Ue_{t-1} + \beta_6 \Delta C_t + \beta_7 \Delta Iu_t + \beta_8 \Delta Ic_t + \beta_9 \Delta D_t + \beta_{10} \Delta Ni_t + \beta_{11} \Delta Nc_t + \beta_{12} \Delta L_t + \mu_t$$

where \(CPI\) is the consumer price index; \(E\) is core employment; \(Ue\) is unemployment; \(C\) is the proportion of competitor unions or members (entered separately because of a high correlation between these measures); \(Iu\) is the proportion of independent unions and \(Ic\) is the proportion of independent members; \(D\) is the percentage of Democrats in the house; \(Ni\) and \(Nc\) are unfair labor practice
cases adjudicated for labor and capital; \( L \) is the percentage of “left” votes; and \( \mu \) is the model residuals used to calculate \( \rho \) in the Prais-Winsten transformation (see Altinay 2003; Greene 2000). \( \Delta \) indicates the first difference.

**RESULTS**

Table 1 provides descriptive statistics. The competition ratios for rival unions have many non-zero values between 1900 and 1955; for the entire period, competitor unions average 4.22 percent of the dominant federation and competitor membership is 9.43 percent. Independent unions and membership have non-zero values over the entire period and exhibit higher averages (31.74 and 31.53 percent, respectively). That the main measures of state policy (ULP cases) and inter-union competition have zero values indicate the presence of radical historical shifts, periods in which there was essentially no rival federation competition or little regulation.

Table 2 presents the means of competition measures for different periods. The CIO period had the highest level of organizational competition in terms of rivals, as well as relatively high levels of independent unions (but not membership). The percentage of independent membership was at its highest during the TUUL period, and independent organizations remained a large percentage of the AFL-CIO total after the merger. In terms of membership, the IWW and TUUL periods have the smallest competitor union membership ratios, and the ALU and IWW periods have the smallest (non-zero) competitor union number ratios.

Table 3 displays Prais-Winsten regression results of the percentage rate of change in union density. Models 1 and 2 relate to overall union density. In accordance with Hypotheses 1a and 1b, regression models show an important role for direct competition between rival federations. Model 1 shows that greater numbers of competitor unions (relative to the number in the dominant federation) contribute positively to the rate of

**Table 1.** Means and Standard Deviations, 1900 to 2005

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Union Density</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Unionized</td>
<td>19.68</td>
<td>7.89</td>
<td>7.72</td>
<td>32.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Change Union Density</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>7.03</td>
<td>−19.28</td>
<td>29.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Change AFL Density</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>9.32</td>
<td>−20.50</td>
<td>41.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Direct Competition</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Competitor Unions</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>6.79</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>21.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Competitor Membership</td>
<td>9.43</td>
<td>19.19</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>61.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Independent Unions</td>
<td>31.74</td>
<td>10.90</td>
<td>10.16</td>
<td>51.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Independent Membership</td>
<td>31.53</td>
<td>10.60</td>
<td>10.40</td>
<td>51.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Political Environment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfair Labor Practice Cases for Employers</td>
<td>855.30</td>
<td>973.74</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>3066.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfair Labor Practice Cases for Unions</td>
<td>3445.23</td>
<td>3809.02</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>10675.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Democratic Party House Members</td>
<td>54.31</td>
<td>9.86</td>
<td>30.11</td>
<td>76.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Popular Votes for Left-Wing Parties</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>6.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economic Controls</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Price Index</td>
<td>155.69</td>
<td>163.91</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>584.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Core Employment</td>
<td>32.34</td>
<td>9.58</td>
<td>15.68</td>
<td>48.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Unemployed</td>
<td>8.48</td>
<td>6.58</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>35.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: N = 105 for all variables.*
change in union density. As Hypothesis 2a suggests, having greater numbers of independent unions or members does not matter. In Model 2, we enter the alternative measure of inter-union rivalry (competitor union membership ratio), and it likewise positively contributes to the rate of change in union density. Again, as Hypothesis 2b suggests, the independent ratios do not affect union density. This suggests that unions react to large competitors but do not respond to the same stimuli from large independents. Increases in the number of independent unions, presumably aimed at different target employers or industries, do not affect overall union density.

Comparing Model 1 with Model 2, both competition ratios are positive, but when the estimates are standardized, competitor unions is .33 and competitor membership is .03. This means that a one standard deviation change in competitor membership results in a larger change in union density. This makes sense, given that changing the relative balance in organizations by establishing a rival federation is much more difficult than adding several thousand members to a given federation. We do not enter the two variables together, because they are correlated ($\rho = .79$). Although the rate of change in union density appears to be more sensitive to challengers with many members, the depiction of a social environment with many competitors (Model 1) fits the data better, suggesting closer conformity to history, where initial challenges had fewer unions (and a smaller impact) than did later ones.

Variables measuring state action and the political environment also affect union density. As expected, ULP cases favoring employers have a negative impact; contrary to our expectation, however, ULP cases for labor are not significant. These variables are proxies for the political environment and state rules (often enforced by partisan committees) in which unions operate. The fact that union density declines as ULP cases for employers increase indicates that the state machinery helps employers suppress unions. The nonfindings for union ULP cases suggest that unions waste precious resources in these proceedings for little return.

Our measure of percent Democratic Party representatives is not significant. Alternative measures (percent Democratic in the Senate, percent non-South Democrats, and a combined measure that shifts from percent Democrats in the non-South in 1968 to percent Democrats) are highly correlated and exhibit the same lack of a statistical effect. Our measure of left political culture is significant in both models. When popular votes to the left are high, union density increases; when support for socialist and communist candidates declines, union density trends downward.

### Table 2. Means of Competition Measures for Historical Periods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Competitor Union Membership</th>
<th>Competitor Union Number</th>
<th>Independent Union Membership</th>
<th>Independent Union Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALU 1902 to</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>22.13</td>
<td>15.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1904</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWW 1905 to</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>26.61</td>
<td>17.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUUL 1928 to</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>7.68</td>
<td>44.63</td>
<td>17.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIO 1937 to</td>
<td>49.68</td>
<td>17.44</td>
<td>22.75</td>
<td>35.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFL-CIO only</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>35.46</td>
<td>40.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* Cells contain the percentage of AFL/AFL-CIO membership or unions. N = 105 years for all variables.
Control variables for core employment perform as expected. The change in core employment does not have a significant contemporaneous effect and is not entered, but its first three lags are jointly positive and all but one is significant. Contrary to expectations, the first difference in CPI has a negative effect that is significant net of controls (Table 3), and unemployment is in the expected direction but not significant.

When the research question shifts from the labor movement, as a whole, to the effects of rivals and independents on the AFL/AFL-CIO unions that remained in the dominant federation, some differences emerge (Models 3 and 4, Table 3). Did competition increase union density solely by building up rivals, or did competition spur the dominant federation to keep step with new rivals? Model 3, in accordance with...
Hypothesis 1a, shows that the relative number of competitor unions, compared to AFL unions, positively affects growth in AFL density. Model 4, in accordance with Hypothesis 1b, shows the same effect for the ratio of competitor membership to AFL membership. This suggests that AFL unions respond to a social ecology where many actors are present, as well as to large competitors. In contradiction to Hypothesis 2c, the ratio of independent to AFL/AFL-CIO unions does not affect AFL-CIO density, but the percentage of independent membership negatively affects AFL/AFL-CIO density, as hypothesized. This indicates that growth in the membership of unaffiliated independents (diffuse competition) comes at the expense of AFL/AFL-CIO density. This change is not due to AFL/AFL-CIO membership shifting to independent unions, either through defections or expulsions, because the dependent variable is adjusted for membership of departing unions. The bottom line seems to be that the dominant, monopolistic federation positively responds to many challengers seeking membership from different market niches, but large independents drain collective resources from the dominant organization (but not from the overall movement) through diffuse competition.

NLRB cases decided in favor of labor negatively affect AFL/AFL-CIO density; those decided in favor of employers positively affect AFL/AFL-CIO density. These findings are the opposite of expectations but are in line with the idea that the NLRB was “pro-CIO” and enhanced CIO density at the expense of AFL density. This finding also suggests that AFL/AFL-CIO unions used scarce resources unsuccessfully when pursuing ULP cases.

For overall union density, the central hypotheses about direct and diffuse competition are confirmed; hypotheses on state action are partly confirmed, in that NLRB unfair labor practice cases that favored capital negatively affect union density. Independent unions and members do not affect overall union density. For the AFL/AFL-CIO, measures of direct competition positively, and independent membership negatively, impact density.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS**

Our results show that direct competition in the form of rival unionism does not distract workers from their larger aim of self-organization; instead, competition enhances workers’ representation vis-à-vis employers by increasing union density. That is, competition between rival federations increases workers’ power as a class. One might argue that fragmentation among union federations is detrimental to workers’ class power, but historically, every rival federation has been forward-looking and has stimulated the dominant federation to adapt to existing conditions. Although diffuse competition in the form of independent unionism implies membership growth at the expense of the dominant labor federation, it does not affect overall union density.

The social science literature credits interorganizational competition with benefits and deficits. Our empirical examination shows that the benefits of direct competition between unions outweigh the disadvantages of diffuse competition for the American labor movement. These results are quite different from those Hannan and Freeman (1987, 1988a) report with regard to the effects of union rivalry on individual union foundings and mortality. While Hannan and Freeman (1987:937) find that the “founding rate of craft unions declines with the density of industrial unions,” we find that rival unions enhance the density of union membership among AFL unions.

In general, the AFL’s rivals increased growth in AFL membership and in overall union density, but the first three rivals did not force a fundamental shift in the AFL’s orientation toward industrial organizing. In response to changes in the industrial
landscape and competition from the ALU, the IWW, and the TUUL, the AFL made some adjustments, but by and large continued to organize and enroll mainly craft workers. While certain factions within the AFL perceived a need for industrial organization, and some AFL unions (e.g., miners and textile workers) organized along industrial lines, these actors remained outside the mainstream. The AFL refused to grant national charters to most groups of semi- and unskilled workers and instead enrolled them into Federal Labor Unions that had no voice in the larger federation.

While individual AFL craft unions prospered during the early-twentieth century (see Figure 2), the labor movement as a whole faced an unseen crisis: the labor market and the workforce changed, yet the AFL did not adapt. From a social movement perspective, a slight decline in membership, if shared by all, may appear normal (Gamson and Meyer 1996; Sawyers and Meyer 1999). Opportunities that remain unnoticed are missed. Yet the introduction of direct competition by peer groups may threaten existing unions and open possibilities for change. It is only after the CIO split that many craft unions began “organizing along industrial lines or going into industries where the industrial form of organization was the only realistic way to handle the problem of collective bargaining” (Roberts 1971:186).

The tendency toward organizational stasis is not unique to labor unions. Ross (1919:183) notes that “it is chiefly competition that keeps institutions adapted to the conditions they face and the people they serve. Without this spur the institution stands still or even degenerates.” Economists argue that the “failure or success [of firms] often reflects the willingness to depart from rules when conditions have changed” (Alchian 1950:218). Similar arguments are made about political parties (Katzenelson and Kesselman 1987).

Throughout the twentieth century, the AFL bore the imprint of the social conditions surrounding its formation (Stinchcombe 1965): artisan production was dominant and mass production techniques had yet to appear. Membership required skill in a craft. DiMaggio and Powell (1983) argue that as organizational fields become established, a “startling homogeneity” of organizational forms tends to develop. The AFL’s early development (1880s through 1900) contributed to union structuration by increasing inter-union contact, establishing a hierarchy among unions, improving the flow of information, and creating a sense of common identity. Yet as DiMaggio and Powell (1983:148) point out, “organizational actors making rational decisions construct around themselves an environment that constrains their ability to change further in later years.” Or as Carroll and Harrison (1994:745–46) argue:

Early populations that grew fast showed remarkable resilience in warding off later but structurally superior competitors. . . . The social acceptance of a particular form may embed the population defined by it so strongly in the social fabric of its environment as the “right way” to accomplish a particular task or goal that it renders technically superior alternatives unthinkable and thus unviable.

Therefore, as the AFL attained dominance within its environment, its ability to suppress rivals increased and it became less necessary for the AFL to adapt to new conditions. DiMaggio and Powell (1983) outline three mechanisms that encourage institutional isomorphic change: coercive (pressure from the state, other organizations, and cultural expectations), mimetic (uncertainty encourages imitation), and normative (via professionalization) pressures.

While pressure from the early, smaller rival union federations alone did not force AFL unions to reconsider their focus on craft workers, pressure from the CIO had a different effect. The CIO, which is larger and situated in a more radical political culture,
including new labor legislation and the creation of the NLRB, successfully moved the AFL out of its nearly exclusive focus on craft workers. By 1955, when the two federations merged, and “the membership of former AFL affiliates was about twice as large as the membership of former CIO affiliates, two out of three members of unions in the AFL-CIO belonged to industrial unions or to unions which frequently organized on an industrial basis” (Kahn 1959:5).

Why Was the CIO’s Challenge Successful?

One answer comes from the social movement literature: McAdam’s (1982) findings concerning the civil rights movement indicate that it is only when rivals’ basic goals and tactics correspond with those of the main federation that competitive energies are used positively. Whereas the ALU, the IWW, and the TUUL represent radical options, the CIO is more moderate. The divergence of goals between the AFL and its earlier rivals may have led to comparatively more destructive competition, whereas the relative similarity of the AFL and the CIO’s goals and tactics may have allowed for more cooperative efforts.

A second possibility is that it was the CIO’s size that mattered. While AFL unions did not alter their structure, the federation itself mimicked the organizing strategies and decisions of its earlier rivals. In response to the ALU, the AFL sent organizers to the western states where the ALU’s precursor was active. Although unsuccessful, ALU leader Eugene Debs’s explicit strategy was to influence the AFL unions’ organizational form:

Debs declared that he was a friend, not the enemy of the A.F. of L., and he urged the Socialists who worked inside the Federation to remain there and “continue their efforts.” He assured them that they would receive help from the very existence of the western movement, for the A.L.U. would serve to inspire all workers who favored industrial unionism, socialism and political action, and, in order to hold its own, the A.F. of L. would be compelled to adopt these principles and initiate new organizing efforts. (Foner 1964:420)

Debs was wrong. While the ALU, the IWW, and the TUUL posed some threat to the AFL, their limited organizational success, and therefore the extent to which they could put AFL unions on the defensive, was bounded. In each case, no more than one AFL union initially affiliated with the rival; while other AFL unions may have contemplated switching affiliations (e.g., the International Union of United Brewery Workmen considered affiliating with the IWW shortly after its founding [Foner 1965]), none did. Without a cadre of established unions to serve as models of industrial unionism, individual AFL unions did not adopt the industrial organizing form, even though inter-organizational imitation did occur at the federation level (e.g., between the AFL and the ALU).

By contrast, the CIO led a major exodus of unions from the AFL. It enrolled semi- and unskilled workers and altered its admission requirements to allow for membership among the less skilled. With the United Electrical Workers’ (CIO) success, for example, the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (AFL) initiated a “B class” membership (unskilled) for the first time in its 45-year history (Fink 1977). AFL unions’ imitation of CIO unions, and AFL unions’ failure to imitate the ALU, the IWW, or the TUUL unions, is consistent with Haunschild and Miner’s (1997) argument that imitative learning is often outcome-based and enhanced with salient results (cf. March and Olsen 1976; March, Sproull, and Tamuz 1991). The IWW attracted a good deal of media attention around its strikes, but its organizational challenges doomed its unions in the long term (Dubofsky 1969). CIO unions, by contrast, produced forms of
successful protest with their popularization of sit-down strikes and other innovative tactics, which translated into rapidly growing unions. Lewis Hines, working out of Philadelphia, observed that “there is hardly a local union of a National or International organization which has not been invaded by this [CIO] group” (Taft 1937). It may have been the scale of the CIO’s success, its staffing by experienced organizers, and its fast organizational growth, rather than the context of a new organizational terrain, that attracted the attention of AFL unions and led them to imitate CIO tactics and organizational forms, which in turn led to AFL unions’ growth.

Finally, a likely impetus for the AFL’s fundamental change is the context in which the CIO rivalry occurred. Consistent with DiMaggio and Powell’s (1983) argument, while growth in union density is associated with competition alone, institutional change in the dominant federation happened only when competition occurred in a favorable political environment. Yet it is important to note that changing political culture and new laws and government boards alone did not change how the AFL operated. It was rival unions going head-to-head with the dominant federation that moved the AFL from its 50-year reliance on craft organizing toward more inclusive industrial organizing.

For a time, the combination of craft and industrial unions served the labor movement well. Now, almost 70 years later, the AFL-CIO finds itself in a different economy, where, according to some (see Milkman 2006), the industrial form of organizing is inadequately suited to the new environment. Just-in-time production, capital flight, outsourcing, and the growth of the service sector all constitute considerable challenges for unions, most of which remain unanswered (Bonacich and Wilson 2007). Change to Win (CTW) has taken up the mantle of change. CTW is emblematic of third-moment unionism, which offers a different conception of membership jurisdiction. Here, “multi-jurisdictional unions tend to organize workers of multiple occupations, industries, or both, often the lowest-wage and most marginalized workers in a broad economic sector, and they tend to be concentrated in services and peripheral manufacturing” (Cornfield 2007:239–40). CTW proposes to consolidate unions; our research suggests that maintaining multiple rival unions might be a better strategy. Nevertheless, CTW’s new streamlined structure and enhanced energy, along with its forward-looking agenda, will likely challenge existing unions to re-organize workers who have abandoned the movement and to recruit those who have traditionally remained unorganized. We are already beginning to see growth in private union density. The CTW challenge, together with favorable regulatory and legal changes, could lead to a powerful reversal of labor’s fortunes.15
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Notes
1. One could argue that union density is a better indicator of success for industrial unions than for craft unions. Industrial unions derive their strength through organizing all workers in order to avoid lower-paid replacement labor. Craft unions rely on their members’ monopoly of skills. As we will see, however, craft unions are also very interested in increasing their membership, and thereby, their union density.
2. Organizational survival and membership growth/decline are related but distinct phenomena. Organizations may grow or decline without affecting their survival, but a decline below a baseline membership may mean organizational death. Drastic membership growth may indicate healthier organizations but not affect survival.
3. Although the IWW existed after 1924, historians identify it as a rival union during this period.
Dubofsky (1969:95) states that “to Gompers...the IWW was nothing less than a creation of American socialists intended to replace the AFL.” But “by the time of its 1924 convention...the IWW stood on the verge of collapse” (p. 465).

4. The TUUL dissolved in February 1935, so we do not count it in our models after 1934.

5. The CIO was suspended in 1936, a change reflected in our data in 1937.

6. Even this split and the existence of the new federation is tenuous, with UNITE-HERE stating that it would leave CTW and rejoin the AFL-CIO in late 2009. While we do not directly assess CTW’s effect, our results suggest what its importance might be.

7. Our sample of independent unions includes only independent national unions.

8. A more precise measure of diffuse competition would require information on resources and the number of AFL/AFL-CIO, rival, and independent union organizers; their inter-federation transfers; and the difficulty of recruiting new organizers. This information is not available.

9. The AFL suspended CIO unions in 1936 and expelled them in 1938.

10. Hannan and Freeman (1987:918) argue that “the more numerous the competitors, the smaller the potential gains from founding an organization (and the bigger cost to potential competitors) at a given level of product and services.” Yet this phenomenon is not operative until the field reaches near saturation. Although unions have organized the vast majority of eligible workers in some industries, they have not come close to the saturation point for the civilian labor force.

11. The annual change is the first difference, that is, \( X_t - X_{t-1} \).

12. Sources are as follows: Total membership 1897 to 1983 (Troy and Sheflin 1985) and 1973 to 2005 (Hirsch and Macpherson 2003, 2006), who compile the Current Population Survey data. Counts of AFL/AFL-CIO and independent unions and membership are from Wolman (1936), Troy and Sheflin (1985), and Gifford (1983 to 2007). Gifford estimates independent and AFL-CIO unions and membership from 1983 to 2005 based on biannual convention reports; intervening years are linear interpolations. A variety of sources provide data on the ALU (Foner 1964), the IWW (American Labor Yearbook 1916–1932; Brissenden 1920; Wolman 1936), and the TUUL (Galenson 1966; Wolman 1936). A replication dataset is available at ICPSR (http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/).

13. An alternative model might focus on counts rather than rates to simplify the interactions inherent in the rate of change as a dependent variable. Our main model produces similar results using the number of union members as the dependent variable and controlling for the time trend and the lag of the count, which is present in the first-difference.

14. This includes some noise, namely CE cases that are collusions between unions and employers to refrain from handling another employer’s products and CG cases, in which unions fail to notify the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service of a strike or picket at a health care institution. This noise is minor: in 2004, there were 10 adjudicated CE cases and 12 adjudicated CG cases out of 10,632 total cases. CE cases were added to NLRB regulations effective 1960, CG effective 1975.

15. Our results indicate that rival unionism spurs growth in union density but do not indicate that rival unionism is the only possible mechanism to accomplish that result. As others suggest, progressive ideological orientations may keep unions more in tune with workers’ interests (Stepan-Norris and Zeitlin 2003) and may energize organizing efforts, even in the absence of competition (Goldfield 1987; Voss and Sherman 2000). Progressive union leaders’ internal motivations may substitute for the competitive challenge that stimulates other leaders.
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